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About This Game

I'm sure you remember this game. It was the first soccer game that made you smell the grass and feel on your leg after every
foul. You were playing from virtually any perspective with smooth and fast camera action that got you in the game. Its

interactive technology didn't look better, but it played better. You do remember, don't you?

Choose from 44 international teams and select the position you want to play. Try head to head or alternating play modes for one
or two players and even more multiplayer fun?

Feel the soccer once again.

The first football game to utilize 3D graphics; also known as Actua Soccer

Create your own team and customize it to suit your preferences

Play with up to 15 of your friends!
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Title: VR Soccer '96
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1996

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 162.4 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please be advised that Windows 10 operating system will receive frequent hardware driver and software
updates following its release; this may affect game compatibility

English
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10/10 would get frustrated again. I like playing the game..

It's just I think the Etch-A Sketch is better.

. The graphics are amazing. AAA quality. Although the single player campaign is short, it is a fun way of getting used to the
locomotion which is amazing. The real star of the show is the deathmatch! I logged in during a "play with devs" session
organized on the steam community forum, and it was pretty intense. The zero G mechanic creates a whole new style of
mulitplayer deathmatch and I think it's amazing and really well suited for VR. Getting kills and getting killed in zero G feels
really epic, and it's fun how you can shield yourself from incoming shots using space debris.

If you want to play multiplayer then be sure to add me as a steam friend. I'll be down to play anytime so we can build up this
community.

Also keep an eye on the community forum for scheduled matches with the devs.. A very nice old-school Speccy game, and a
personal favorite from XBLA\/XBLIG.. Needs free play or a map editior. Nice graphic and challenging puzzles. The control are
great and also can be inverted in setting.
Even it's hard to get full stars on certain level but I enjoying this game.
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i love clown church :o). Controls are really bad and make the game almost unplayable. You are constantly floating aournd and
cant maneuver or turn properly. Lack of variety in content and maps makes doesnt help. Your maschine gun is useless. Maybye
it is for you but it suckes really hard for me.. Honestly the most frustrating thing is that you spend the time setting up your units,
planning, building up resources and so on.
Yet, as soon as you come face to face with your opponent.. the game freezes?! No idea why. Maybe the game is incapable of
supporting the insane amounts of sprites on screen with the bigger squads, but the game is not playable! Constant battle to even
load the game and crashes non-stop during play.

WILL SAY THOUGH, INSANE AMOUNT HISTORICAL OF RESEARCH AND DETAIL HAS GONE INTO THIS.
AMAZING FOR HISTORY NUTS!!!. This is the only VR experience that has made me uncomfortable and left me with a
headache. The problem is simple, the framerate is just too low. If the devs optimise and fix this it would be a real neat
experience and worthy of a good review. As it stands now, I would wait and see if this game-breaking issue is resolved.. It's
really cute. I'd have to say the price is right, there's quite a few things that would normally be off-putting to me, but I just kind
of rolled with it for the asking price.

Some general feedback:
- A world that I could explore was fun, that's what I spent most my time doing. I do wish that I was more rewarded for it - I
discovered some firey shore area with tough baddies, waded through them all, died a few times due to random one-shot-fire-
magic... collected a handy accessory on the way... then reached the end! ... which... had... nothing... Not a bigger baddie, not a
fancy treasure - nothing!
- I didn't feel like I had anything to look forward to with Character Progression\/Customization, gear upgrading just wasn't
compelling enough for me
- If you're going to do elemental strengths\/weaknesses, ya gotta at least compare with Pokemon. I don't feel clever when I
exploit it, and it doesn't create any interesting synergies in strategies or customization (For an alternative example of combat
having interesting choices without arbitrary rock-paper-scissors relationships check out Celestian Tales: Old North)
- Risk:Reward seems way off, I don't feel I benefit from putting myself out there

That said! I liked it quite a bit more than a lot of the offerings on steam - if this is a first go at a game I hope the learning
experience was awesome and that I can look forward to what's next :). lets see now, i got about 10 hrs on it so far.
never had the pleasure of the boardgames,but,i like this,now i understand the mechanics better.

its pretty straight forward turn based affair with some interesting end turn mechanics,which keep the pressure on you.
same party members will probably get a bit boring after a while
so any additions to characters and monster types,quests and unique surprises in the future could only boost a very tidy little
game.

i hope to see more content become available soon.
all in all though,its a good D&D title,easy and quick to play a few quests before bedtime.
character system and crafting are fairly basic but work fine for the most part,which enables some customisation for character
load outs.

it is RNG so if you want to win every encounter and craft items without fail,you may be dissapointed.
good price,good game
8/10
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